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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with a combined measurement of 
the traffic load and the mean holding time. 
The measuring facility entails 
- counting the seizures 
- determining the number of trunks seized at 

equidistant points of time. 
The fundamental correlations between actual and 
sampled holding times are investigated for the 
general case of an arbitrary arrival process and 
arbitrarily distributed holding times. 
It is shown that the inaccuracy caused by the 
scanning procedure is unbiased and not correla
ted with the holding time. 
Simple formulas for calculating confidence inter
vals for traffic load and mean holding time are 
derived!or application to an undisturbed Poisson 
arrival process and negative exponentia11y dis
tributed holding time. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer-controlled switching systems provide 

a facility for straightforward combined measure
ment of traffic load and mean holding time. Mea
surement of these two variable for a particular 
trunc group (or other switching equipment) en
tails 
- counting the seizures 
- determining the number of trunks seized at 

equidistant points in time and registering the 
accounted number on a second counter 

over a selected period of observation of suffi
cient duration. The final total of the two coun
ters can then be used to calculate "measured va
lues" for the two variables in the light of 
known correlations. 
This technique thus corresponds to what is known 
as sampling method in terms of both traffic load 
and holding time. The reliability of such samp
ling methods has been treated in several artic
les in the past (e.g. /1/ ••• /5/). 
However, the questions arising with respect to 
the combined data acquisition suggested the in
vestigations inthts paper. 
The analytical concept used corresponds basical
ly with Iversens /3/ idea of the traffic process 
being represented by two components which are 
corresponding structurally but stochastically 
independent: the arrival process and the holding 
time process. 
However, it also is referring to Hayward /2/ in 
regarding the inaccuracy effected by the scan
ning procedure as to be an additive component of 
the total measuring inaccuracy. it is shown that 
this concept holds generally for arbitrary arri
val and holding time processes. 
Due to its objectives the investigation is re
stri~ted to the case of regular scan intervals. 
But, nevertheless, the methodical concept used 
may be applied to arbitrary scan intervals. 
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2. NOMENCLATURE 
2.1 Probability Functions 

Let X be a random variable. Expressed are 
then: 
P( ••• ) the probability that " ••• " is true; 

P(X~x) thus represents the distribution 
function of X 

p(X=x) 

E [XkJ 

the density function of X 

(k=O,l, ••• ) th~ expectation of the ran
dom variable X , i.e. the k-th moment 
of X 

V [Xl 

6 [X] 

the variance of X, defined by 
V[X] = E[X2] - E[X]2 
the standard deviation of X, defined by 
62 [X] = V [X] 

the stochastic sum of N identically 
distributed random variables Xi 
(i=1,2, ••• ); N is supposed to be a ran
dom vari~ble independent of the Xi 
(see 3.2) 

2.2 Symbols 

2.2. 1 [!.!~~_y~!~~~ 

T the (duration of the) measuring period 
Q the (duration of the) scan interval 
/. the arrival intensity 
1: the mean holding time 
A=A"t: the traffic intensity (traffic load) 

2.2.2 E~~2~~_Y~r!~~!~~ 

H 

I 

R 

U 

V 

S 

D 

N 

z 

the actual duration of the holding time 
the integer transform of the holding time H, 
I=int(H/Q) 
the modulo transform of the holding time H, 
R = H mod Q (O~R<Q) 

the location of the beginning of the holding 
time within the scan interval, defined as 
its distance from the last preceding scan
ning point (O~U<Q) 
the location of the termination of the hol
ding time within the scan interval, defined 
as its distance from the last preceding 
scanning point (O~V<Q) 
the recorded duration of the holding time 
(S=O,Q,2Q, .... ) 
the scanning error, defined by D=S-H 
(-Q<D<+Q) 
the number of arrivals within the measuring 
period 
the total count of occupations observed at 
scanning points w~thin the 'measuring period 

(see next page) 
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Y 

f 

the traffic volume recorded (Y=NeS) 
the measured value representing an appro
ximate for the mean holding time (~=Y/N) 

A the measured value representing an appro
ximate for the traffic intensity (!=Y/T) 

3. FORMAL AIDS 
3.1 Stochastic Expectations 

The k-th moment of a random variable X can 
be obtained in three ways: 

(1) ) dx xk p( X=x ) 
x 
)Xk dP( X~x) 
x 
(k-1) 5dx xk-1p(X~x) 

x 

For the first form the existence of the densi
ty function is required. 

3.2 Criterion of Correlation 
The variance of the sum X+Y follows gene

rally by 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

v [X+Y) 

K [X, YJ 

v [X] + V [Y] + 2K[X, yJ 

E [XY] -E [X] E [Y] 

where 

represents the correlation between X and Y. 
If K[X,Y)=O then X and Y are said to be uncorre
lated. In this case is 

(3) E[XYj = E [X)E [yJ 

and the variances of X and Y are additive. If 
X and Y are independent then they are uncorrela
ted, but the reverse is not necessarily true. 

3.3 Stochastic Sum 
Let be N=1,2, ••• a discrete random variable 

and Si (i=1,2, ••• ) arbitrarily but identically 
distributed random variables independent of N. 
Then we define 

(1) N0S = S,+ 

For this sum holds: 
- in any case 

(2) E[N*S] = E[N]E[S) 

(stochastic sum). 

- if the Xi are uncorrelated 

(3) V[N~SJ = V[S]E[N]+ V[N]E[S]2 

- if the Xi are independent 

(4) LSN®S(z) = GFN(LSs(z» 

where LS ••• (z) resp. GF ••• (z) is the Laplace
Stielties Transform resp. the generating func
tion of " ••• ". 

We note that E [N] =V [N], if N is Poisson distri
buted. In this case we thus find 

(5) V[N®S] = E[N](VrS]+E[S]2) 

4. STOCHASTIC REPRESENTATION OF THE TRAFFIC 
The traffic measured is composed of holding 

times (seizures) observed within a particular 
trunk group. The beginning and the termination 
of the holding times is depending on chance. 
Due to Iversens concept this traffic can be re
presente~ by two processes which are structural
ly coord~nated (with respect to the sequential 
number of seizures) but stochastically indepen
dent: 
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(a) !h~_!~~!!!!_E~2£~~~ 
constituted by the points in time on which a 

holding time is beginning. This pOints in time 
will be denominated as arrival points, and the 
time distance between two arrival points in se
quence as inter-arrival time. 
Since a traf:tc volume measured may be represen
ted by the s~ochastic sum Y=N&S of N recorded 
holding times S, the number N of arrivals within 
a fixed time interval may be an appropriate re
presentation of the arrival process for our ap
plications. 
As necessary requirements we have to assume the 
inter-arrival times as to be 

independent of the absolute time (which provi
des stationarity) 
continuously distributed (whkh provides regu
larity). As shown in 9., this requirement gua
rantees the location of an arbitrary arrival 
being equally distributed within a fixed time 
interval. 

(b) !h~_h2!~!~~_~!~~_E£2£~~~ ' 
constituted by the durations of the holding 

times. We necessarily assume the holding times 
to be mutually independent. 

5. THE MEASURING PRINCIPLE 
It is to say that the total of time covered 

by the measurement usually comprises several 
measuring periods, each of which is placed on a 
busy hour. 
Our investigation corresponds to a particular 
measuring period. However, since the traffic of 
particular measuring periods are to be supposed 
as to be mutually independent, the results ap
ply analogously to the measurement in toto. 
The measuring procedure entails a combined re
cording of: 
(a) The number (N) of seizures (i.e. holding ti

mes) beginning within the measuring period 
(i.e. the number of arrivals) 

(b) The total count (Z) of occupations observed 
at equidistant points in time, designated as 
"scanning points" 

The beginning of the measuring period is placed 
exactly on a scanning pOint and its duration (T) 
is a multiple of the scan interval. 
If Q denotes the (length of the) scan interval, 
then 

Y = ZQ 

is the traffic volume observed. 
On base of Y there results 

1: Y/N as an approximate 
holding time 1: 

! Y/T as an approximate 
intensity A 

6. STOCHASTIC REPRESENTATION OF 
THE MEASURED VALUES 

for the 

for the 

6.1 Interpretation of the Data Recorded 

mean 

traffic 

Due to the fixed measuring period some of 
the holding times are truncated; 
There may be "tails" of holding times which be
gin prior , to the measuring period as well as 
"heads" of holding times which survive the mea
suring period. 

Because of symmetry this will not affect the 
measuring results in the mean, but, however, in
fluence the variances. 
For the truncation mentioned above can be taken 
allowance by means of a j'truncated" holding time 
distribution (Iversen /3/) and an "increased" 
distribution of N in accordance. 
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Due to the combined measurement we have, how
ever, to pay attention to an additional pheno
menon: 
The truncated "heads" will be counted as com
plete seizures (i.e. holding times) within N. 
On the other hand the truncated "tails" will be 
recorded within the traffic volume Y, but not 
counted within N. I.e. the recordings on N and Y 
are somehow distorted (what has an effect to the 
correlation between Nand Y). 
Nevertheless, to simplify matters we suppose the 
measuring period as being chosen of sufficient 
duration (T»-z:-), and thus the effects of trunca
tion and distortion as to be neglectable in 
practice. On this account we assume that each 
holding time counted within N may be exaxtly re
corded within Y. 

6.2 Fundamental Relations 
Referring to 6.1 and section 7. we define 

the following random variables: 
H: the actual duration of a (par~icular) hol

time 
S: the holding time as been recorded by the 

scanning procedure 
D: the scanning error, defined as D=S-H 
N: the number of arrivals during the measuring 

period 
Then (as shown in 7.3): 

(1) S = H + D 

E[S] 

V [s1 

E [H) 

V rH] + V [DJ 

The variance V(D], applying for (3) is obtained 
by applying the modulo transform on H (see 8.). 
As traffic volume measured Y we define the sum 
of all recorded holding times beginning within 
a fixed time period of the length T. 
In 3.3 then is obtained 

(4) Y= N®S 

(5) E[Y) = E[N)E[S] 

( 6 ) V L Y ] = V [s] E [NJ + V [N] E [H1 2 

In the case of a Poisson arrival process with an 
arrival intensity A, is V[N)=E[N]=AT , and (6) 
thus may be simplified to 

(7) V[Y) = AT (V[S] +E[H]2) 

If the constants 

(8) 

(9) 

~ E [N) IT 

r E[H) 

(arrival intensity) 

(mean holding time) 

(10) A = ~~ = EfNJElHJ/T -(traffic ~ntensity) 

are regarded as parameters of a stationary 
traffic process, then the random variables 

(11) A Y/T 

(12) :r Y/N 

(N~S)/T 

(N~S)/N 

are measured values applying as approximates 
of A resp.~ in practice. 
Since T is a constant, for the measured value A 
follows by means of (5)(6) 

(13) Er~] 

(14) V[~J 

(15) V[!J 
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E [yJ IT = A 

V[Y]/T2 = ()'T·V[S]+i'2.V[N])/T2 

(V[S] + "[2) I T 

Formula (15) applies in the case of a Poisson 
t'rrival process. 
In contrast to A the measured value r has a de
nominator, represented by the random-variable N. 
Thus, under the condition N=n (n>O), is obtained 

(16) Er~IN=n] (n.E[S])/n = E[S) (const) 

(17) V[!IN=nJ = (n.V[S)/n2 = v[sJI n 

Since the mean value of X is obviously unaffec
ted by the random variable N, and the actual va
lue of n is resulting from the measurement, the 
conditional variance is to be considered as 

"variance of ~, especially applying on a 
measurement,-in which n holding times have 
been recorded". 

The conditional variance V[~IN=n] is thus, in 
the place of Vr~J, the · appropriate basis for 
the calculation-of confidence intervals. 

6.3 Results in the Case of Poissonian Arrivals 
and Exponentially distributed Holding Times 
If the holding times are exponentially dis

tributed (with mean r), then 

( 1 ) V rH] = E CH] 2 = "C 
2 

is valid, and the modulo transform (see 8.) 
yields 

(2) V[D) = 1: 2 ( 
Q eQ/t: + 

2 ) t eQ/r;_ 

which can be written as 

(3) v[Dl = [2 ( ~ 
l.. • G - 2) , where 

(4) G = eQ/r + 1 lim ~ G 2 
eQ/ t - 1 

Q+O 1: 

In the case of a Poisson arrival process, we ob
tain on this basis by aids of 6.2:(3) 

(5) V[sJ = 1;2(~ G - 1) 
. Z; 

and applying 6.2:(15)(17), the variances 

(6) V[!1 = ;~ Q G = ~ Q G 

1: 2 Q 
( 7 ) V [.; I N =n ] = n (T G - 1) • 

For the relative standard deviations result 
from this the formulas 

(8) d [!]I A = -n;; ~ ( Hayward) 

-{f ~
Q I 

d r r I N =n] 11: = - - G - 1 - n ~ 

The symbol n in (7)(9) represents the actually 
resulting count of seizures (N). 
For practical applications the unknown traffic 
parameters A and t: (which applies to G in each 
case) may be replaced by the adequate results of 
the measurement. 
As to be expected, for A applies the well known 
formula by Hayward (if truncations are .taken in
to account, a formula due to the Westerberg dis
tribution /6/ is ~btained). 
Since (8)(9) may apply as well as to a measure
ment only for traffic intensity ·resp. only for 
mean holding time, it may be seen that the com
bined .acquisition does not imply an increased 
accuracy (as far as to be expressed by formu
las). This is due to the fact that the relevant 
part ~f the information given by the count N is 
adequate to the approximate gained for the mean 
holding time. 
However, the additional information permits the 
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unknown parameter r in (9) to be replaced by ac
tual data instead of estimates. 

7. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS ON A 
PARTICULAR HOLDING TIME 

7.1 Geometrical Correlations 
We consider a particular holding time recor

ded by scanning with a scan interval Q. (Fig. 1). 
The duration of the holding time is denoted by 
H, and the location of its beginning within the 
scan interval (defined as the distance from the 
last scanning pOint) is denoted by U (OfU<Q). 
Hand U are independent random variables. 
The location of the termination of the holding 
time within the scan interval (defined as the 
distance from the last scanning point) is de
pending on U and H, and given by 

(1) v = (U+H) mod Q 

Applying the modulo transform 

(2) R = H mod Q 

we obtain the equation 

v = (U+R) mod Q (OfV..:Q) , 

which is equivalent to (1), but simplified in 
that way that, with respect to the modulo func
tion, we have to distinguish only between the 
cases U+R<Q and U+R~Q. 
The recorded duration of the holding time is gi
ven by 

(4) S = JQ 

where J denotes the number of scanning points 
covered by the actual holding time H. 
If we define 

(5) D = S - H 

the equation ' 

(6) D = U-V = U - «U+R) mod Q) 

holds in any case. 
The independent variables U and R constitute a 
space of events illustrated in Fig.2. This space 
may be divided into two regions,fn .each of which 
V resp. D is a continuous function of the vari
ables U and R. 
Due to this division we distinguish two cases: 

Case D~O: equivalent to O~U+R<Q 
in this case 
(7) V = U + R D -R 
is valid. 

Case D>O: equivalent to QfU+R<2Q 
in this case 
(8) V = U + R - Q D Q - R 
is valid. 

It is to note that the modulo transform applied 
on H, in connection with the probability distri
bution of D corresponds to Iversens stochastic 
transform /3/. 

7.2 Probability Functions of the 
Dependent Random Variables 
As seen in Fig. 2, the event {D=xl is equi

valent to {R=-x,U<Q+x} in the case D~O resp. 
{R=Q-x,U~x} in the case D>O. 
Since U and R are independent, it follows that 
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I ' 
,I 5 I 
*- e ~.----- ----~'I 
'I I 
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'I ' : 1 

A t t 6 
Y v+1 v+J V+J+1 

Seem -. 

f/'3,1 : ~eorYIeh"ic.ul correlaiiot15 
bdweerl aduar (H) and recorded 
(S) d\A('diD~ 01 et holdiVl~ time 

R 

Fig. 2 ~ Tl1e Space Of e.vel1tS COVlst; lc.-decl by 
{he inderel1clerd; r~ndom YetrlClbl.es 
U al1c.A R 

I
for xfO: dP(Rf-x)P(U<Q+x) 

dP(D~x) = 
for x>O: dP(R~Q-x)P(U~x) 

Under the condition R=r (Ofr<Q), only D=-r 
(if U+r<Q) resp. D=Q-r (if U+r~Q) is possible. 
Thus the conditional probability is given by 

(2) I
for x=-r: P(U<Q-r) 

P(D=xIR=r) -
- for x=Q-r: P(U~Q-r) 

else: 0 

Under · the condition U=u (Ofu<Q) the event tD=x} 
is equivalent to {R=-x} (in the case D~O, where 
U+R<Q) resp. {R=Q-x} (in the case D>O, where 
U+R~Q) • 
Thu.s follows 

(3) dP(Dfx I U=x) = u+x!:Q 
{

for xfO; dP(R~-x) as long as 

for x>O: dP(R~Q-x) as long as 
u-x~Q 

Considering the variable V, only its relation to 
U will be of interest. We find that, under the 
condition U=u the equation R = (V-U) mod Q holds 
in any case. Thus follows 

dP(V~vlu=u) = dP(R~(v-u)mod Q) 

={for v~u<O: dP(R~v-u+Q) 
for v-u~O: dP(Rfv-u) 

7.3 Stochastic Interrelations between D and H 
We may suppose that U is equally distributed 

in [O,Q). As shown" in 9., this assumption holds 
in any case, provided 
- the inter-arrival time is continuously distri

buted 
- the arrival process tends to infinity. 
The distribution of H may be arbitrary, for sim-
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plicity, however, the density function may 
exist. 
From 7.2:(1)(2) then follows 

l
for x~O: p(R=-x)P(UGQ+x) 

(1 ) p( D=x) -
- = P(R=-X)(l-~) 

for x>O: p(R=Q-x)P(U~x) 

= p(R=Q-x) g 

(2) E[DIR=r] = (-r)(l-g ) + (Q-r) g ° 
On this base we conclude: 
- D is dependent on R, thus on H, but: 
- D and Rare uncorrelated. For from (2) it 

follows that 
(3) E[D]=O, E[DR] =0 , E[DR]=E[D]E[R] 

- Since the distribution of R is of no relevance 
in (2)(3), for all k=O,l , ••• will result 
E [D / I=k] =0, hence: , 

E [DI) =E [D] E [11 

- Due to the linearity of H=QI+R follows that 
(4) E [DH] =E [D) E rH] , 

, what implies that D and Hare uncorrelated. 
Based on (3)(4) we find: 

(5) E[S) = E[H] yeS] = v[H1 + V[D] 

The variance V[D]may be found by means of: 

E[D2 IR=r] = r 2 (1_g) + (Q+r)2 § = rQ _ r2 
e 

E [D2 J = ~ E [D2/ R=r) dP( R~r) 
o 

It yields, on account of (3) 

(6) v[n) = QE[R) - E[R2] 

7.4 .Stochastic Interrelations between D and U 
On basis of 7.2:(3) the conditional expecta

tion E[D/U=u] is obtained by the integration 
o u 

E[D/ U=u] = 5 x dP(Rf-x) + J x dP(R~Q-x) 
u-e 0 

We find 

(1) E[DIU=u] = QP(R>Q-u) - E[R] 

Applying e 
E[DU] = ~u E[Dlu=uJdP(U~u) 

o 

then follows in the case that U is equally dis
tributed 

(2) E[DU) = ~ E[R) - E[R2] 

Since E [D) =0, we find: E [DU],iE [DJ E (UJ 
i.e. D and U are corralated. 

7.5 Stochastic Interrelations between V and U 
Let U be equally distributed in [O,Q). As 

shown in 9., the VJ too} is' equally distributed. 
Hence: 

(1) E[U) = E[V)=l/Q 

Applying 7.2:(4), we find by means analogous to 
7.4 

(2) Efvlu=u] = u + E[R] - QP(R>Q-U) 

(3) E [UV] = ~ - ~(QE [R) -E [R2J) = ~ - ~ V [DJ 

With re6ard to (1) there follows that 
E[VUJ,iElV)ELuJ, i.e. V and U are correlated. 

7.6 Correlations between Scanning 
Errors in Sequence 
As shown in 7.3, the scanning error does not 

correlate with the actual holding time. However, 
due to the results of 7.4,7.5, two particular 
scanning errors are to be supposed as being cor
related, which implies that 3.3:(3) is not va
lid. This follows because the locations U"U2 of 
two consecutive arrivals are corresponding to 
the inter-arrival time in the same way, as do 
the beginning and the termination of a holding 
time to its duration Ho. 

As not to be explained in detail, there follows 

(1) E[D1D2J = -E[R11E[R2J 
f7 e 

+ e) dx P(Rl>x) J dy P(R2>y) 
o D 

.p(Ro=(x-y)mod Q) 

where Ro is the modulo transform of the inter
arrival time. I.e. D1 and D2 are correlated. 
However, if the holding times are chosen by pure 
chance within the set of arrivals, occuring with
in a fixed time interval (e.g. the measuring pe
riod), then the arrival locations due to 9. will 
be equally distributed within this interval. 
Provided these locations are independent, then 
Ro will be equally distriQuted within O,Q): 

(2) p(Ro=r) = l/Q 

In this case 7.5:(4) resp. 7.6:(1) yields 

(3) E[U1U2) Q2/4 = ECU1JE[U21 resp. 

(4) E[D1D2] ° = E[D1) E[D2] 

8. STOCHASTIC REPTIESENTATION OF THE 
HODULO TRANSFORH 
Let be 

(1) R = H mod Q the modulo transform of 

Then: 

P(R~r) 

a particular holding time H 

00 

~ P(kQ+r~H~kQ+Q) 
k=o 
00 00 

L... P(H~kQ+r) - L P(H~k(ij+Q) 
k=o k=o 

where the sums exist as long as E[HJ is finite. 
If we define 

QC) 

(2) Q(r) = 2: P(H~kQ+r) 
k=o 

then the following representations are obtained: 

(6) 

R(R~r) 

p(R=r) 

Q(r) - Q(Q) 

QI (r) 

Q Q 
E[R) = 5dr P(R~r) JdrQ(r) - Q Q(Q) 

o 0 
Q Q 

E[R2J = 2~dr r P(R~r) = 2)drQ(r) _ Q2Q(Q) 
o 0 

The variance of the scanning error (see 7.3) 
then follows by 

Q 

( 7) V [D] = QE [R) - ' E [R2J = ~ dr( Q-2r) Q( r) 
o 
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In the case that H is exponentially distributed: 

(8) P(H>x) = e-x/ c E[H] = T , 

in (2) is obtained 
00 

(9) Q(r) = e-r/'t L; e-kQ/ r 
k=o 

On this base (7) yields 

(10) V [D J 
eQ/ f + 

T,2( Q _.....-_ 
7: eQ/r:_ - 2) 

9. G~lERAL ANALYSIS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
ARRIVAL LOCATIONS IN A FIXED INTERVAL 
This section deals with the properties of the 

distribution of the terminati'on location V and 
its relations to the distribution of the arrival 
location U (referring to 7.). 
However, as U and V can be understood as to be 
locations of consecutive arrivals within any re
gular interval of the length Q, and H as to be 
the inter-arrival time, the investigation ap
plies generally to the arrival point process. 
The modulo transform R = H mod Q' is necessarily 
required as to be continuously distributed, i.e. 
there exists the density function p(R=r) (O~r~Q). 

We define 

(1) g(r) = p(R=r mod Q) 

and note that 
Q 

(2) 5dr g(r+a) 
o 

for any a. 

§~~~~~~~~_l: p(V=v) exists for any arbitrary 
distribution of U 

f!22!: 
Because p(R=r) exists t in 7~2 ': (4) is obtained 
p(V=~IU=u) = p(R=(v-u)mod Q) .= g(v-u). 
This yields an existing 

Q 

p(V=v) = 5g(v-u) dP(U~u) 
o 

§~~~~~~~~_~: If p(U=u) eXists ',then p(V=v) is 
closer to an equality distribu
tion than p(U=u), except p(U=u) 
is an equality distribution it
self 

f!22!: 
Let be 

(3) 1 p(U=u) = ~ + a(u) 

where a(u) indicates the deviation from the 
equality distribution. Then: 

1 Q Q 
(4) p(V=v) = Q 5du g(v-u) + Sdu g(v-u) a(u) 

o 0 

b + b(u) 
Q 

(5) b(u) = jdu g(v-u) a(u) 
o 

~: 

where 

If U is equally distributed (i.e. a(u)=O), 
then follows obviously b(v)=O, i.e. ~ too, 
is equally distributed. 

~: 

Ir ·U is not equally distributed, then 
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Q 

min(a(u» < Sdu g(v-u) a(u) < max(a(u» 
o 

i.e. 

(6) min(p(U=u» < p(V=v) < max(p(U=u» 

Applied on an arbitrary arrival process, state
ment 2 says that arrival locations within a 
fixed interval Q are equally distributed, if the 
process tends to infinity. 
The interval Q may as well be understood as the 
fixed measuring period. 
Let U' denote the distance from any particular 
arrival point to .the termination point of a 
fixed time interval Q (the arrival point ·is not 
necessarily located within this interval). 
Then U'/U'c[O,Q) also is equally distributed 
within [O,Q): 

p(U'=X/U'E[O,Q» = l/Q ( Ofx<Q) 

May W denote the amount of time, a holding time 
H originating within the interval Q will survive 
this interval (see Fig. 3). Then follows: 

(8) p(w>tl U' €:-[O,Q» 

p(w>tlw>o,u'e [O,Q» 

00 

Since E[HJ 5 dt P( H>t) 
o 

Q+t 
5 dx P(H>x) 

x=t 
p(W>tIU'f[O,fI» 
P(W>OIU'E[O,Q» 

for the limit Q -HO results the well known formu
la 

1 00 

p(w>tlw>,o,u'~O) = -- )dt P(H>t) 
E [H] t 

(10) 

as to be valid for any regular arrival process. 

I , ,--- e---.., I 

I 
I V~: I I I 
! I 

I I 

H ~I 0 , , I 
I I rE-U'---., , TCme I 

A-A ~ 

F,' ,!, 3: SlA(vivin9 t:me -W cJepel'ldiV)9 on the 
ho1cJi Ylf1 tiw.e H (.I..¥Jc.I tl1e l.ocat;on U ' 0+ t I? e 0 r)9 i Yl Cl -t i n CJ P 0 i VI t 
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